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SUMMARY 

This report describes the results of two distinct studies of the 

aerodynamic heating of nose tips. In PART 1 of these studies we examined 

experimentally the development of laminar. transitional and turbulent 

boundary layers over ablated nose shapes at Mach numbers from 8 to 13 for 

Reynolds numbers up to 80 x 106 based on model diameter. Two groups of models 

were employed in this study, blunt elliptic, blunt biconic and triconic-models 

were used in the first phase of this investigation where the greatest emphasis 

was placed on examining the length and structure of the transition region and 

the parameters which influence it. The second phase of this study was devoted 

to examining the flow over "highly ablated" nose shapes, over which flow sepa

ration and gross flow instabilities occurred. Here we studied how nose tip 

configuration, roughness and model incidence, as well as the Mach number and 

Reynolds number of the free stream. influenced the occurrence and structure of 

large scale periodic instabi l ities. These studies demonstrated the strong 

effect of pressure gradient and roughness on the length and characteristics 

of the transition region. In turn these parameters, along with nose tip geo

metr~ strongly influence the occurrence of flow instabilities over highly

indented nose shapes. 

In PART II of this investigation. we studied, in detail, the 

gener~tion of disturbances in the stagnation region of the flow as a particle, 

which comes from the model surface, interacts with the bow shock. Here we 

were primarily interested in gaining a knowledge of the magnitude and mechani sm 

of heating enhancement. These studies which were conducted at Mach 6 and 13, 

demonstrated that there was little heating enhancement as the particle (between 

100 and 800 microns in size) transversed the shock layer; however heating levels 

between 3 and 10 times the stagnation point value can be generated as the par

ticle penetrates the bow shock. Four distinctly different flow regimes were 

found to exist for different penetration distances and particle trajectories. 

Of these the most dramatic is one where a flow instability similar to that en

countered over the highly indented nose shapes is observed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The phenomena which ar i se when the nose tips of hypersonic re-entry 

vehicles encounter clouds formed from ice crystals or dust particles are 

kno\m to be of key importance to nose tip integrity and mission accuracy. ~lile 

nose t ip erosion reSUlting from particle impac t has been a primary concern of 

the des igner , the i ncrease in nose tip heat ing, relative to the clean air 

environment , associated wi th partic l e rebound, or the ejection of material from 

the surface of the nose tip can playa cr itical role in this problem. Recently, 

it has been recogni zed t hat the increased heating associated with simple particle 

impact and associated chemical reactions is only one ingredient of the augmenta

tion heating prob l em. St udies in dust tunnels at Boeingl and AEDC 2 have 

demonstrated that a s ign ificant increase in aerodynamic heating is associated 

with the particle-flow interaction in the stagnation reg i on. ~lile the rebound

ing particles l eave a wake which is convected to the surface, changing the local 

boundary layer propert i es, s t udies by Wilkinson et al at TRW! made in conjunction 

,.,rit h measurem nts made in t he dus t tunne l s at Boeing and AEDC, have identified 

bow shock-partic l e int eraction as a key phenomenon. Although the partic les must 

have sufficien t moment um t o reach the shock, part i cl e size does not appear to 

strong l y i nfluence t he mechanism of heating augmentation. 

Photographic studies made in the ''lind tunnels at Boeing and Calspan 

yielded evidence leading t o the i dentification of some of the detailed aero

dynamic mechanisms induced by particle-bow shock int eraction. Typical photo

graphs showing a single particle- bow shock interact i on are shown in figures 

63 and 64. Pere the momentwn of the re-bounding particle is such that only a 

very small penetration is achieved . Under these circwnstances, as we shall 

see lat er, a ring vortex is f ormed , which is subsequently convected to the 

surface of the nose tip to cause increased heating. The development of the 

vortex ring as it is convected toward the surface was demonstrated first 

in a movie sequence (see Figure 65 ) taken in the Boeing twmel . The non-planar 

behavior of the vortex ring in this photographic sequence allows us to observe 

i t s expanding toroidal s t ruc t ure , which is convected to the surface in a 

fract i on of a mil l isecond. While particle- induced vortex generation is an 
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Figure 63 SHOCK·PARTICLE INTERACTION OVER A BLUNT ELLIPSOID 
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Figure 64 SHOCK·PARTICLE INTERACTION OVER A BLUNTED CONE 
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Figure 65 VORTEX GENERATION RESULTING FROM PARTICLE REBOUND, 
A SEQUENCE TAKEN IN THE BOEING MACH 6 TUNNEL 



intriguing phenomenon wh ich can cause measurable heating augmentation, it is 

but one of the fluid mechanical mechanisms which resul t in particle-augmented 

heating. When the particle has sufficient momentum t o penetrate through the 

bow shock, a shear l ayer or jet forms at the intersection of the particle and 

bow shocks \~hich extends to the model surface, presumably causing increased 

heating . 

Whil earlier studies in dust tunnels demonstrated significant 

particle-induced heating augmentation, the heat transfer and pressure instrumen

tation l acked the frequency response to follow discrete interactions. Thus 

little could be deduced about the detailed mechan isms responsible for increased 

heating. It was the purpose of the present experimental program to obtain 

time-resolved measurements of heat transfer and pressure together with high speed 

movie photographs to establish in detail a quantitat ive relationship between 

particle-shock interaction and surface heating augmentation. In t he following 

paper , we will discuss briefly the experimental t echnique that was employed, 

and the resul ts obtained, in the s t udies conducted in the Calspan 48 and 96 - inch 

Shock Tunnels . Follo'oJing a review of t he objectives of t he experimental program, 

we describe the design of the experimental program and the speciali zed instrumen

tation developed therein. The results from this program are discussed and the 

detailed heat transfer and pressure measurements presented. Here, with the aid 

of high speed schlieren photography we demonstrate that a number of dramatically 

different flow regimes exist depending upon the mass and launch velocity of the 

particle, as well as conditions i n the free stream. Heat transfer and pressure 

measurements for these interactions are presented. The conclusions from this 

study are given together with recommendations for future work. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

2. 1 PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the studies conducted at Calspan was to de l ineate 

the various flu id dynamic mechanisms r esponsible for heating augmentation, and 

determine the magnitude of this augmentation as a f unction of the speed, size 
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and density of a single particle ejected from the surface, the geometry of the 

undisturbed flow and the Mach number and Reynolds number of the free stream . 

Here heat transfer and pressure measurements were required with a high degree of 

temporal and spatial resolution to enable specific enhancement mechanisms to be 

isolated. We first wished to demonstrate that a particle fired upstream produces 

the same type of disturbances ob s erved i n the dust tunnel at Boeing where the dust 

l'las added to the airflow close to t he throat of the tunnel. The earl ier studies 

had suggested that the significant heat i ng augmentation occurred only when the 

particle possesses sufficient momentum to reach the bow shock . We sought to 

determine the magnitude of the effect on nose tip heating of the wake shed by 

the particle as it traversed the shock layer. By launching particles of 

various sizes, densities and velocities, we wished to determine whether the 

resul t ing particle- f l ow interactions were influenced by particle size . For 

these flows, we sought to establish the relationship between particle tra 

jectory, flow field geometry and the instantaneous pressure and heat distri 

bution over the model. Finally, we wished to determi ne how these result s 

were influenced by Mach number and Reynolds number . 

2.2 MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION 

In the experimen al studies performed at Calspan, we chose to control 

the particle trajectory by launching from the model surface rather than adding 

parti les to t he free stream as is done in dust tunnels. While this approach 

gives us the flexibility and control required to perform systematic experi

mental studies, we were faced with the problem of developing the sophisticated 

apparatus required to launch particles between 100 and 800 microns in size at 

veloc I ties bet\veen 30 and 300 ft / sec. A major task i n this research program 

was therefo r e , devoted to the design and development of a particle launcher 

system and the high frequency instrumentation required to obtain accurate 

time- resolved measurement s of heat t ransfer and pressure on the nose shape. 

A major consideration in the design of the launcher was the require 

ment that the launching mechanism caused negligible disturbance t o the air-flow 

in the stagnation region, or create mechanical or electrical interference which 
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would disturb the output from the delicate high frequency instr umentation on 

t he model surface. For this reason, mechanisms which involved a direct hy

draulic launch or created sizable electrical fields wer e discarded in our 

i nitial design studies. Aft er numerous approaches had been explor ed, we cho . e 

a technique which i nvolved impac t launching of the particle. A diagram of the 

impact partic l e launcher is shown in Figure 66. In this design, I"e employ 

tl"O pi stons , t he second of which has a "cue" mo unted in the center of its face , 

II/hlch i s placed in contact with the particle to be launched. The first piston 

is driven down the launch tube when the driver gas (helium) is released 

behind it t hrough a qU'ck acting valve. The Illation of this piston was monito red 

with photo diodes activated by LED's mounted along the interna l surface of the 

launch tube. The second piston rests in contact with a rubber energy absorption 

system which acts to res t rict its travel, '''hen struck by the fir s t piston , to 

wi t hin 0. 50 inches. The particle is launched when the elastic compression wave 

caused by piston-piston impact t rave l s dOlro and i s reflected from the face of 

the cu The particle trave l s t hrough a small cavity in the model , the geometry 

of whi ch combined with the expansion wave generated as the second piston 

rebounds, produces a situation in which the pressure di sturbance i duce by the 

particle as it exit s f rom the face of the model and traverses the hock 1ayer 

is effective l y the only disturbance produced in the launch process . Again, 

pho t o diodes and LED's are used in a measurement scheme to determine the veloci t y 

of the second piston. A specially designed inductive- capacitive transduc er 

pl aced in the exit plane of the model was used to measure directly the exi t 

velocity of the part icles when the launcher \"as calibrated . 

The launcher ass embly was mounted in a seismic mass which, in turn, wa s 

supported withi n t he basic model by a soft rubber suspension system. In this 

way, the instrument ed section was eff ectively isolated fro m mechanical distur

bances, ge erated when the launcher was activated. The instrumented section of 

t he model, a schematic diagram of which is shown i n Figure 67, contained 80 heat 

transfer and 28 high frequency pressure gages. Thin film resistance thermometers 

were used to obtai n detailed temporal measurements of surface heat transfer. 

These gages, which were fabricated by the deposition of a thin platinum film on 

a pyrex - substrate provide an instantaneous indication of the surface temperature . 

This quantity can be related to semi - infinite slab theory to the i n s t antaneous 
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heat transfer rate. Analog networks are a t tached to each gage output to provide 

a signal wh i ch is directly proportional to the heat transfer rate. Flush 

mounted piezoelec t ric pre ssure transducers with a frequency r sponse up to 

200 KHz were used to obtain the temporal variations in pressure resulting 

from the interaction between particle and flow. In these preliminary studies 

a flat - faced cylindrical shape was chosen rather than a hemisphere because it 

affo rded us the maximum shock layer thickness and t hereby the maximum resolution 

with high speed cinematography . The basic configuration had a diameter of 

6.0 inches; however, a removable ring enabled us to extend the diameter to 9.0 

inches. The gages were positioned so that a high density of instrumenta t ion 

was concentrated in one quadrant of the model, while the balance of instrumen 

tation 'vas distributed symmetrically about the model axis. In this ,,,,ay, we 

obtained detailed measurement s on two mutually perpendicular axes, while retain

ing the ability to track asymmetric disturbances across the face of the model. 

Both steel and si lica spherical ballS, with dimens ions between 100 and sao 
microns were selec ted to be launched in the experimental program. The size 

and density of the particle and the velocity of the launch were chosen with 

the aid of a simple numerical code so that the particle penetrated specified 

Jistances relative to the position of the shock at each free stream condition. 

Here we sought to understand the various mechanisms which create heating 

enhancement for the different flow regimes encount ered , as well as determining 

whether particle size is an important factor in this phenomena . 

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 

The experimental programs were conducted in Calspan's 48- inch and 

96- inch Hypersonic Shock Tunnel s (Ref. 3). The operation of these tunnels 

can be shmm simply with the aid of the wave diagram which permits the hi.gh 

pressure air in the driver section to expand into the driven section, and i n 

so doing, generates a normal shock which propagat es through the low pressure 

air . A region of high temperature, high pressure air is produced between this 

normal sho k front and the gas interface between the driver and driven gas, 

often referred to as the contact surface. When the primary or incident shock 

strikes the end of the driven section, it is reflected leaving a region of 
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Imost stationary high pressure heated air. This air is then expanded through 

a nozz l e t o t le desired free tream conditions in th e test sec t ion. 

The duration of the flol" in the test section is controlled by the 

i nterac t ion s between t he reflected shock, the in t erface, and the leading 

expansion wave generated by the non - stat ionary expansion process occurring 

in the driver section. At Ca l span, we normally control the initial conditions 

of t he gases in the driver and driven sections so that t he gas interference 

becomes transparent to the reflected hock, as shown in Fjgure 80a; thus, t here 

are no waves gene r ated by interface-reflected shock interaction. Thi s is knmm 

as operat ing under ItTailored - Interface lt conditions. Under this ondition, t he 

t est t ime is controlled by t he time taken for t he driver-driven in t erface to 

reac h the t hroat, or the leading expansion wave to deplete the reservoir of 

pressure behind the reflected shock; the flow duration is said to be either 

driver gas limited or expansion l i mited, respectively. Figure BOb shows the 

flow duration in the test sect i on as a function of the Mach number of t he 

i nc i dent sho h. Here it can be seen that for operat i on at low ~1., running
1 

times of ver 25 mill iseconds can be obtained with a l ong dri er section . 

3. RESU LTS AND DI SCUSSION 

The heat enhancement studies at Cal span were conducted in the 48" and 

96" shock t unne l s at Mach numbers fro m 6.5 to 16.3 and Reynolds numbers f r m 

1 x 106 a 30 x 106 / £t. During the course of thi s work, 22 runs were made; a 

listing of these runs is shown i n Table 6. In th is inve stigat ion , we made 

Jetailed spa t ially and temporally resolved measurements of heat transfer and 

pressure over the face of the fla t- ended cylinder shown in Figure 67. The 

trajecto:ry of the partic l es launched from the model were ar ied through t he 

choice of particle size, dens i ty and launch velocity to exami ne the effec f 

these parameters on t he mechanism and magnitude of enhancement heating. The 

fo.lac h number and Reyno lds num er of the free stream, as well as free stream 

ve l oci ty and mode l diameter, were varied to examine how trans i tion on t he 

model and in the free shear layer influences augmentation heating.* Here , we 

also sought t o stabl i sh whether "St rouhal number scaling" could be applied 

t o those flows i n which gross instabilities were 0 served to occur . 

*Test conditions given in Table 7 
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Table 6 


TEST MATRIX FOR CALSPAN PROGRAM 


M Re /ft. dp/MAT'LRUN DB Vp.o XMAX.00 
(in. )x 10.6 (JJ.) (ft./sec.)lin.)NO. 

11
130
aOO/SIL1.0016.3 9
1 


N/AaOO/SIL 130
9
12.5 2.092 


a.l130
SOO/SIL12.5 1.99 9
3 


130 
 13
800/SIL2.14 9
12.64 


9.33OO/SIL 300
9
2.065 
 12.6 

5.86OO/SIL 50
9
12.6 2.056 


5.8450/SIL 50
9
7 
 12.6 2.03 

50 
 5.72OO/SIL1.948 
 12.5 9 


RUN ABORTED 9 


140 
 12.3800/SIL4.4512.9 9
10 


N/A800/STL 80
9
11 
 6.38 2.34 

NONENONENONE9
6.38 2.5412 


NONE80
NONE6.37 2.35 9
13 


CENTERBODY CLOSED EARLY14 


10.2800/STL 80
9
15 
 6.39 2.53 

5.7110
9 
 850/SIL2.3316 
 6.36 

140 
 6.5800/STL9
17 
 6.43 6.14 

9.8800/STL 90
6.45 6.12 9
18 


4.9120
SOO/STL15.5 9
19 
 6.4 

2.890
800/STL6.4 6.1 6
20 


N/A120
800/STL6.1 6
6.421 


4.5180
800/STL6.4 30 
 6
22 
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Table 7 

TEST CONDITIONS FOR HEATING ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM 

RUN NO. 2 3 4 :;. f-. 7 8 
ATTACK 
YAW DEGREES 

O.V 
0.(\ 

lI.U 
0.0 

O.V 
(I. ( 

l:. iJ 

o. () 
O.lJ 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 

ROLL DEGREES 0.0 0.0 0.(, 0.(1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Mil ) ~.631C:+l;(; 3.t-~7t:+00 3. t ;-'7HOO ,j.~C;;9!:.+0(j 3.~94i:.+00 3.6;: tE +00 j.630l+00 
PIO) PSIA 1.838!:+u,::, 7. 74:jE+O~ 8.('78E+02 7. 143t+O::, 7.91.::1 E+ (; 3 7.B03l+v:; 7.610t:+03 
HID) 
TlO) 

FT LBSISLUGS 
OR 

~.098E+lIl 

3.171E+0.;, 
;2..140[:+07 
:;).227 l+O:::' 

2.102E+01 
3.177t+0~ 

... 09t>t+u7 
3. 171l + 0:; 

;::.12;:'t.+07 
3.;::07L+03 
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The first set of measurements with the model and launcher combination 

...ere designed to cal i brate the launcher and determine the ext ent of the elect ri 

cal aml aerodynamic effects resulting from actuating the launch mechanism. 

The velocity of the launched particl e was determined as a function of the driv r 

pressure and piston velocity by obtaining the lapse t ime as the part icl e 

traversed between two inductive - capacitiv pickups placed coaxially at the exi t 

of the launcher. With t he sensitivity of t he recording equipment set at an 

order of magnitude greater than requireu at the 100'lest heat transfer and pressure 

levels to be obs erved we found there were no disturbances when the l auncher 

was actuated firing a particle in a vacuum. Actuating the launcher without a 

particle during several runs demonstrated tha t there \Vas no measurable difference 

in the heating or pressure levels before and after activation or in subsequent 

runs at the same conditions where the launcher was not operated. 

The first objective of the tunnel studies was to define t he t ypes of 

particle- flmv interaction leading to heating enhancement. To t his end, a series 

of experiments was performed adjusting the momentwn of the particle so that 

it just touched t he how shock, traveled a short distance beyond it , an reached 

at least 3 hody diameters ahead of the body. Before Jiscussing in detail the 

changes in flow geometry anu heat traTlsfer and pressure distributions which 

occurred under each of these conditions, it is important to comment on t he 

measurements while the particle was in tile shock layer . For the range of 

part i Ie sizes and launch velocIties examined (see above ) there was no measurab l e 

increase in the heat transfer or pressure on the surface of the model as the 

particle traversed the shock layer. This finding is in agreement wit] the 

results of Wilkinson,2 et a I, who deduced heating augmentation occurred on l y 

when the l'ebounding particles possessed sufficient momentum for them to reach 

the bOlv shock . 

3. 1 PARTICLE- INDUCED VOR EX HEATING AUGMENTATION 

Heating augmentation \'1as first observed to occur for trajectori es such 

that the particle just reached the bow shock . A sequence of photographs showing 

the small "dimplell \vhich occurs as the particle reaches the ow shock and the 
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subsequent ormation of a t oro i dal vortex is shown in Fi gure 68. The abrupt 

change in shock curvature at the junction between the particle and body shock 

creat es a shear layer which subsequently rolls up into a vortex ring as the 

particle i s driven back into the shock layer. The vortex ring is t hen convected 

toward t he model expanding in diameter as it approaches the surface. Corre ating 

the heat transfer tj me histories ~...ith the movie sequence re eals that increased 

heating rates are observed at the model surfa e over a period of just over 1 

millisecond, the time taken for the vortex t o traverse the shear layer and 

expand across t he model. As the ring passed over the heat transfer gages, 

t hei r output increased from 1. 5 to 3 times their undisturbed values. 

3. 2 HEATI NG AUGMENTATION RESULTING FROM SHOCK-SHOCK INTERACTION AND FLOW 
SEPARATION 

When the particle has sufficient momentum to travel ahead of the ambient 

bow shock 1 cation, very dramatic changes occur in the viscoLls and inviscid 

flow fie l ds which can caus e heating levels that exceed the a bmlent by factors 

of 2 to 4 close to t he model axis and 5 t o 10 toward the peri phery 0 the disk. 

F r practical purposes, we can divide the phenomena observed into three classes: 

(1) where the partj cle travels beyond the bow shock along t he axis of symmetry 

but reaches less t han 0.7 body Jiameters from the model surface, (2) where the 

particle travels along the ax i s of symmetry but travels beyond 0. 7 body djameter 

before returning toward the body and (3) where the particle travels off center 

sett j ng up a highl y asymmetric flow pattern. 

1. Smal l Upstream Penetration A sequenc e of photographs showing 

the development of a region of shock-shock i nt erac t ion leadi ng to heating 

augment ation resu l ting from smal l penetration is shown in Figure 69. Here the 

moment wn on the part icle was just sufficient for the particle to reach 0. 7 of 

the body diameter ahead of t he model . As the part'de moves ahead of t he 

bO~\I shock, the shock \~ave associated with the part icle and t he flow behind i t 

i nteracts with the original bow shock 'nducing a s hear l ayer at their point of 

intersect i on. This shear layer sweep s radially outlvards across t he face of the 

mode l increasing the loca l heat transfer a t its base by as much as a factor 
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Figure 68 	 HEATING AUGMENTATION ASSOCIATED WITH PARTICLE-INDUCED 
RING VORTEX INTERACTION 
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Figure 69 "STABLE" FLOW RESULTING FROM SMALL PENETRATION 
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of t en. In this sequence, the shear layer reaches the model periphery just as 

the particle is being driven back to the model surface, and the shear layer 

t hen collapses im...ards in a quasi - steady fashion, disappear ing as the particle 

re-enters the shock layer. The period of increased heating was just over a e 

millisecond, the time taken for the particle to exit and re - ent r the shoc1 

layer . Pressure levels just above the pitot level were observed at t he base 

of the shear layer whjle those within the annulus corresponded roughly with those 

achieved by compression t hrough the conical shock associated with the particle. 

2. Particle Penetrations Beyond One Body Diameter Resulting in Shock 

Layer Oscillation .. When the particle is launched with sufficient momentum for it 

t o reach one body diameter ahead of the body a dramatic change occurs in bo t h the 

character of the i nviscid flow and the pressure and heat transfer on the moJel 

surface . Here the entire flow field begins pulsating as demonstrated in the 

high speed movie sequences shO\m in Figures 70 and 71. These sequences, which 

were taken at Mach 6. S and 13 respec t ively at similar Reynolds number conditions 

demons t rate cons iderable s imilarity in mechanics of oscillation. This oscjlla 

tion is ver y similar to pulsating flows * observed over spiked bodies4 or highly5 

indented nose shapes as demonstrated by the movie sequence of these £lO\"s sho\m 

i n Fi gure 48. The occurren~e of these massive pulsations appears independent 

of part icle size and once the partic l e has reached a body diameter ahead f 

t he surface, the axial mo t ion of t he particle i s strongly influenced by the 

flOlv osc i llat i ons. The non -dimensional frequency (fD) was found to lie
U / 

between 0.17 and 0. 19 and appeared relatively independent of Mach number, 

partic l e velocity si ze or penetration, and model size. A Strouhal number of 

b tween 0.17 and 0.2 0 typifi es the frequencies encountered over spiked and 

hi ghl y indented bodies, and re-enforces the concept that the hasic mechani sm i s 

associated with a si mp le inviscid filling and spilling mechanism . The oscilla 

t ion i s ini t iated when t he shear layer or jet formed by particle/ spike shock - bow 

s hock inter::J.ction re- attaches to the body surface trapping a conical region of 

gas. The mass which is being continuously added to t his region through the 

conical shock drives the local stagnat ion poin t at the base of the shear layer 

toward the periphery df the model. Thi s region collapses as the entrapped gas 

escapes \vhen the shear l ayer mov s off the body, and the sequence begins again 

wi th bow shock re- estahlishing and the particle shock-bolv shock interaction 

.,.. 
Termed the E oscillation in this study. 
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Figure 70 	 PARTICLE-INDUCED LARGE SCALE OSCILLATION (E) OF FLOW FIELD 
(MACH 13) 
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Figure 70 (continued) 
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Figure 70 (continued) 
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Figure 71 PARTICLE-INDUCED LARGE SCALE OSCILLATION (E) (MACH 6.5) 



Figure 71 (continued) 
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Figure 71 (continued) 



Figure 71 (continued) 
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reforming the shear layer. Perhaps the most intriguing questions is why two 

distinct shock structures, one around the minute particle and a second around 

the mode l are not formed at this juncture. Both the pressure and heat t ransfer 

records exhibited large excursions from the ambient conditions. A typical record 

from a t hin film heat transfer gage on the face of t he model is shown in Figure 

72 . After the tunnel starting process the gage is exposed to a period of constan t 

heating equa l to that observed for the unperturbed flow. The heating rate 

increases sharply as the particle interacts with the shock and the shear layer 

sweeps across the face of the model. A decrease in hea t ing occurs as a 

bul bous shock l ayer is formed and the flow "collapses" t oward the body. This 

pattern is repeated in a flow oscillation of surprising regular i ty and persistence. 

IVhile the heating rates across the model vary wi t h time, the magnitude of the 

maximum values do not appear sensitive to the exact particle t rajectory as can 

be seen from the measurements made in t wo runs (shown in Figure 7~ ) at "dentical 

f r ee stream conditions but with different particle t rajectories. This 

figure illustrates t hat t he edge of the cyl inder experiences the largest heat 

transfer r ates, which can exceed t he ambien t heating levels by as much as a 

factor of five. The minimwn heating rates fall clo se to the ambient heating 

leve l in the absence of a part icle and correspond to the flow condition where 

the bO\" shock is collapsing back to the body. A typical variation of the 

fluctuating surface pressure close to the center of the model for t his condi 

tion is shown in Figure 74 . The maximum levels are roughly equa l to the pitot 

pr essure while minimum corresponds to t he plateau pressure for conical separated 

flows over spiked bodies, supporting t he postulation that a recirculation region 

is formed over t he model during part of each cycle. 

The basic features of part ic le-induced osc i llations at Mach 12 

described above were similar to those observed a t ~mch 6. A photographic se 

quence showing the E oscillati on at this Mach number is shown i n Figure 48 . The 

heat transfer distribution for this condition (shown in Figure 75) again indi

cates that heating is a maximum toward the edge of the cylinder with an augmenta 

tion factor of over 5; however , t he augmentation factors for the inner gages of 

approxima t ely 3 are slightly larger than experienced on equivalent gages at the 

higher Mach number . Increasing t he Reynolds number increased the magnitude of 
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HEAT TRANSF ER PARTICLE PENETRATES 

RATE BOW SHOCK 


Figure 72 TYPICAL HEAT TRANSFER RECORD FROM THIN FILM GAGES 
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heating to t he center sectioti of the cylinder (see Figure 76) suggesting t hat 

t he flow is transitional or turbulent. Shown on Fjgures 75 and 76 are measure 

ments of t he maximum hea ing levels observed at the beginning 0 the r un when 

minute partic l es of the mylar used to seal the throat of the noz zle were 

convected downstream before bouncing from the face of the mode l and interacting 

with the bow shock. These shock-shock interactions produced heating rates 

whic! were comparable with t hose induced in the larger scale oscillat ion 

principally because t h same mechanism was responsible for the augment ati on. 

3. Augmentation for Off-Axis Trajectory Some of the largest 

augmentation factors measured in t he present studies were observed for trajecto 

ries where the particle moved off axis as shown in the photographi c sequence 

in Figure 77. Here, because of t he a synunetri c nat ure of the motion, the 

mechani sm wh'ch caused f l ow oscillation for the degree of penetration achieved 

by t his parti Ie was not activated. In stead the gas ~vhic h normally wou l d be 

trapped within a recircul ation region escaped to one side of the model and a 

non- oscillatory interact ' on region swept across t he model. The maximum 

heating levels observed on the face of the model are shown in igure 78. Thes e 

levels were observed for a period of j us t under I millisecond and the increased 

heating results from the same type of shock - shock in t eraction observed f or th e 

oscillatory f lows. Finally, the photographic sequence shown in Figur e 79 

provIdes an exampl e where an oscillation js f ' rst observed when the particle 

initially travel s along t he axis of symmetry; however, because it moves off 

axis, an asymmet r ' c flow field resul+-s in the spillage of air fro m one s ide 

of t he model and the stabili za tion of the oscillation, The part i cle i s s\oJept 

d wns t ream and an unperturbed flow re - estab lished over the model. Augmentat i on 

factor s between 3 and 7 t imes the unperturbed heating levels are o]:lserved for 

this flow. 
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Figure 77 	 NON-aSCI LLATORY FLOW RESULTING FROM OFF-AXIS PARTICLE 

TRAJECTORY 
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Figure 77 (continued) 
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Figure 77 (continued) 
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Figure 79 	 WEAK OSCILLATORY FLOW RESULTING FROM SMALL PENETRATION 
AND OFF-AXIS TRAJECTORY 
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Figure 79 (continued) 
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3.3 FLUID OYNAJlIIC t-1ECHANlSMS IN AUG~IENTATION HEATING 

Studying the interact ion bet ween a single particle and the shock layer 

a ll ows us to focus more acc urately on the underlying mechanisms responsible of 

heating augmentation . The movement of a single small particl across the shock 

layer can he predicted with reasonable accuracy using simple Newtonian concept s 

empl oying a drag coeffi cien t det ermined for free - molecular flO\vs. In our studt e5 

with steel and silica particles between 100 and 800 microns in size we were unable to 

detec t hea t ing augmentation associated with interaction bet\veen the wake of the 

particl e (In the shod.. layer) and boundary layer over the model. One might antici

pate that the part i cle wake would increase the vortici t y at the edge of the houn 

ary layer increasing the l ocal heating and/o r 1ftrippi ng1f the l aminar boundary 

layer in t he st gnation region. If such effe ts \.Jere present , they diJ not 

cr eate a measurable i ncrease i n heating for our system and conditions. The 

first me,surable heating augmentation occurs when t he t oroidal vortex, formed 

when the par t icl e causes a minor perturba tion of the bO\-J shock, is convect ed 

over t he model b undary layer. The unsteady changes in the shock curvature 

in the regIon of shock - shock interaction ar e believed responsi bl e for t he 

formation and subs equent "roll-U]l" of an annular shear layer . The r i ng vortex 

so form d expands as it is convect ed over the body, and the increased I eating 

can be exp l a j ned in terms 0 incrcaseJ vorticity of the edge of the boundary 

layer. If this vort jcity acts to "trip" the or i ginally lamina boundary 

layer then the hea t ing augmentation can be co r respond ing l y l arger. Mlen there 

is a sustained movement of the part icl e ahead of he bow shock then t he interac

tIon between the shoc k surround ing the flow field associated wit h the particle, 

and t he h0w shock enveloping the model, creates a shear l ayer or j et which 

attache s t o t he face of the model . The heating rates associa t ed wi th such 
4 6i nteract.jo ns have been explored by Holden in spike body flows and Edney, 

7
and Keyes and Haj n s in regions of shock interference . I t seems cl ear 

t ha t ma j oT augment a t ion occurs when t he "Edney Type IV" or "jet" interaction 

i s est a blis h dove the model . Until t he shear layer is swept to the edge of 

the mod el for the f i rst time, the mo vement of the particle can be predicted by 

simpl e drag mode l s; however, when the flow begins to osc il late, the alternate 

formation and collapse of the recirculation region ahead of the body imposes a 

system of fo r ces on the particle \~Iuch makes its m tion extremely complex. The 
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part i cle travel s far beyond the point predicted by applying the simple laws of 

mot ion to an isolated particle in the f ee stream. As discussed earl i er , t he 

mechanism of osc i l l ation i s contro ll ed primarily by s imple inviscid flow 

considerat ions and t he non- dimensiona l frequ ency remains r emar kablyf; 
unifo r m at 0. 16 and 0.1 9, figures similar t o those obtained for the E osc i ll a tion 

a e r spiked bodies. Again , t he maximwn heating is found a t the base of t he 

re -attaching j et of shear layer where fac t ors of 3 to 6 times the ambient un 

perturbed levels are observed. The minimum heating values were just less than 

t hose measured in unperturbed f low. Pressures on the f lat fac e were found to 

vary between values just greater than the pi t ot pressure to minimums roughl y 

equal to t he plateau pressure corresponding t o separated f l ow over the face of 

the model. 

If t he part i cle t ravel s off axis permitting an as~rune tric in t eraction 

region and asymmetr i c spillage , then a non- osc i llatory interaction region can 

be observed. While t he period of augmented heating is l ess for these cases, 

augmentation fac t ors are observed. Aga i n, the ma jor mechani sm i s i nt erference 

heating resul t ing from shock - shock interaction. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~~ENDATIO S 

An xperi mental study has been presented whi ch demonstrates t hat a 

single minute particle , l aunched thro ugh t he bow shock of a flat-ended cyl inder, 

can i nduce severe distortions in the bow shock shape, augmenting t he heating 

rates to the model surface by as much as a factor of 8. This investigation 

identified four distinc t ly different classes of flow phenomena resulting f rom 

part i cle-shock wave i nteraction together with temporally and spat ially resolved 

heat transfer and pressure measurements associat ed wit h them . The most dramat ic 

of these results when the partic l e penetrates more than a body diameter beyond 

the bow shock and massive flow i nstabilities simil ar t o t hose encountered over 

spiked bodies are observed . These studies have identified the principl e mechanism 

of enhancement heating as one associat ed with the reattachmen t of a j et/ shear 

layer generated hy partic l e shock-bow shock interact i on after the part icle has 

penPtra ted the how sh ck . Future studi es should invest i gate how nose tip 
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conf ' guration influences the large heating augmentation and flow jnstabilities 

observed in the present stud j es. Measurements shou l d be made to determine 

particle- ind uced augment ation over rough model s under fully turbulent boundary 

l ayers. Th studi es should be extended to i nc] ude mul tipl e particle interact ions 

and ff - axis launch. Skin friction measurements j n audi ti.on to the m aSllrenlents 

of heat transfer and pressure sho ul d be made to better define t he fl w adjacen t 

n the model surfa e. 
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Appendix A 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

A. I EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 


The experimental programs were conducted in Calspan's 48-inch and 

96 - inch Hypersonic Shock tunnels (Ref . 14). The operation of these tunnels 

can be shown simply with the aid of the wave diagram shown in Figure 80a. The 

tunnel is started by rupturing a double diaphragm which permits the high 

pressure air in the driver section to expand into the driven section, and 1n 

so doing generates a normal shock which propagates through the low pressure 

ai r. A region of high temperature, high pressure air is produced between 

t his normal shock front and the gas interface between the driver and driven 

gas, often referred to as the contact surface. When the primary or incident 

shock strikes the end of the driven section, it is reflected leaving a region 

of almost stationary high pressure heated air . This air is then expanded 

through a nozzle to the desired free stream conditions in the test section. 

The duration of the flow in the test section is controlled by the 

interact i ons between the reflected shock , the interface, and the leading 

expansion wave generated by the non -stationary expansion process occurring 

in the driver section. At Calspan we normally control the initial conditions 

of the gases in the driver and driven se tions so that the gas interface be 

comes transparent to the reflected shock, as shown in Figure 79 ; thus, there 

are no waves generated by interface-reflected shock interaction. This is known 

as operating under "Tailored- Interface" conditions. Under this condition, the 

test time is controlled by the time taken for the driver-driven interface to 

reach the throat , or the leading expansion wave to deplete the reservoir of 

pressure behind the reflected shock ; the flow duration is said to be eltle r 

driver gas limited or expansion limited, respectively. Figure BOb shows the 

flow duration in the test section as a function of the Mach number of the 

incident shock . Here i t can be seen that for operation at low ~I., rWlOing
1 

times of over 25 milliseconds can be obtained with a long driver section. 

\~en run under these latter condit ions at high pressures and Reynolds numbers, 
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the test running times are of the same magnitude or longer than for piston 

dri ven t unnels (Ref. 15, 16) with comparable stagnation temperatur and t heI 

reservo i r conditions and flow quality are superior to piston driven tunnels. 

Thi s is due to the fact that the test gas has been processed by a simple re

flected shock rather than mu l tiple shocks as 1n piston tunnels . A further ~on 

sequence is t hat the free st r eam conditions can be calculated with far more 

accuracy in a shock tunnel . 

It i s interesting to note that if sensitive high frequency instru 

mentation is to be used in the very severe heating conditions encountered in 

turbulent i nteraction regions in hypersonic flow, running times longer than 

20 milliseconds present distinct problems because the sens i ng element can be 

damaged or destroyed by overheating since it must be placed c l ose to the flow 

environment. 

By running the shock tunnels at low incident shock Mach numbers and 

high driver pressures, we can genera t e test conditions in which we can obtain 

very l arge Reynolds numbers . Th large test core allows us to use models 

which aTe at least 3 feet in ength. The maximum Reynolds number capabi l ities 

of t he tunnels are shown in Figure 81. Under these maximum Reynolds number 

condi tions, the location of the end of natural transition on flat plate 

mouc l s as Jetermined from heat transfer and other measurements, is shown in 

Figure 82 . 

A.2 MODEL AND FLON FIELD INSTRUMENTATION 

A.2 .1 Introduction 

To make a meaningful study of regions of unsteady flo\\l over nose-tip 

configurations , measurements of both the mean and the fluctuating flow field 

should be obtained . Our studies indicated that to obtain the complete 

power spectrum for the surface pressure, a frequency response from 200 Hz 

to 100 kHz was required. The measurement s of skin friction and heat transfer 

i n the separat'on and reattachment regions indicated that a frequency of at 
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least 10 kHz was required to follow the motion of the separation and reattach

ment points. It is also desirable to make fluctuation measurements through 

the flow field to help establish the source and mechanism which generated the 

high level of heat transfer pressure fluctuation observed. 

A. 2.2 Skin Friction Measurements 

In order to define separation and the length of separated regions 

accurately in separated regions over ablated nose tip shapes, it is importan t 

to measure the surface shear. The inherent unsteadiness of these regions also 

makes it desirable to follow the fluctuations in the wall shear to trace the 

movement of the separation and reattachment points and hopefully gain some 

insight into the fluid mechanics of such motions . Our recent studies indicate 

that a frequency response of at least 10 kHz is required to follow these 


movements in hypersonic flow. 


In axisymmetric regions of viscous interaction, separation is defined 

as the condition at which the surface is zero at one point only in the inter 

action region. Because direct measurements of surface shear are difficult to 

make , pressure distribution, surface pitot, and oil flow measurements have 

been used to determine separation. Pressure distribution measurements have 

been shown by Green (Ref. 17) and by Spaid and Frishett (Ref. 18) to be an 

extremely poor indicator of boundary layer separation in supersonic flow. Holden 

(Ref. 19) found this technique was even more insensitive at hypersonic speeds . 

From our studies we have noted that the introduction of a small disturbance into 

the laminar sub layer beneath the sonic line can cause dramatic effect s both 

in the immediate vicinity and downstream of the disturbance. 

On our studies of the separation of turbulent boundary layers in 

hypersonic flow, we have used a gage (Ref. 20) which directly measures surface 

shear to indicate the separation condition. A diagram of the skin friction 
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transducer which we would use in the proposed studies is shown in Figure 83. 

The t ransducer consists of a diaphragm which is supported flush ....'ith the moue l 

surface by two piezo-ceramic beams, which develop a charge when placed In 

bending by a surface shear on the diaphragm. A third beam i used to provide 

acceleration compensation; the beams are connected electrically to elimj nate 

thermal, normal, and transverse pressure effects . An FET impedance transform 

circuit is mounted internally to eliminate cable noise effects at low levels 

of skin friction. The gaae, which has been refined and deve loped over the 

past 12 years, has been used to measure very low levels of skin friction 

encountered in separated regions in low Reynolds number hypersonic flow and 

more recently very high levels in regions of shock wave-turbulent boundary 

layer interactions in hypersonic flow . Because of the very severe heating 

conditions encountered in the latter studies, special care was taken to 

minimize the heat conduction through the flexures . The very larg~ dynami c 

loads generated on the transducers during tunnel shutdown when run at the 

high dynamic pressure conditions used in our studies caused the diaphragms to 

be torn from the supporting beam. This problem was overcome by careful design 

of the flexure and by mounting the transducer in the seismic mass - rubber 

suspension system shown in Figure 83 . 

A.2.3 lieat Transfer Instrumentation 

A knowledge of the heat transfer distribution on nose tips is of 

great importance because of the very severe heating rates generated in the 

reattachment region. Almost as important as the severity of reattachment 

heating is the extremely large heat transfer gradients which occur both in 

the separation and reattachment regions. Regions of high heat transfer 

gradient present a problem to the experimenter because they can cause trans

verse heat conduction problems in the model . This can distort heat transfer 

distributions and in some cases dramatically reduce the maximum indicated 

heating. An example which illustrates this feature is given in the report 

of Hiers and Loubsky (Ref . 21) where they used a thin skin technique to obtain 
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heat transfer measurements in regions of turbulent viscous layer attachment. 

They found that the corrections to their measurements were of the same 

magnitude as the measurements themselves . To reduce transverse heat conduc

tion along the model surface, the model should be made from a non-conducting 

material; this is incompatible with the thin skin technique unles s a segmented 

model is used . To overcome these problems we use a measurement of heat 

transfer which relies on sensing the transient surface temperature of a non

conducting model by means of thin-film resistance thermometers. Because the 

thermal capacity of the gage i s negligible, the instantaneous surface t empera 

ture of the backing material is related to the heat transfer rate by the 

classical semi - infinite slab theory. Analog networks are used to convert the 

outputs of the gages, which are proportional to surface temperature, to a 

voltage directly pr oportional to heat transfer . The thin film gage has a 

frequency response to 1 MHz. 

The gages are fabricated on either small pyrex but t ons or on contoured 

inserts, the ability of this technique t o make closely spaced measurement s in 

regions of shock impingement is demonstrated in Figure 81. 

A.2.4 Surface and Flow Field Pressure Measurements 

We employed two types of surface pressure transducers in our shock 

tunnel studies. The Calspan-designed and constructed lead zirconium titanate 

piezoelectric pressure transducers (Ref. 22) were used to obtain essentially 

the mean pressure distribution through the interaction region, though the 

transducer and orifice combination could follow fluctuations up to IS kHz. 

A second flush-mounted transducer, especially designed for high frequency 

measurements by PCB in Buffalo, was used to obtain surface pressure fluctua

tion measurements from 200 Hz to 120 kHz. To prevent a resonance, a special 

mounting system was developed (as shown in Figure 84) to lock the gage firmly 

into the model. A thin insulating barrier of aluminized mylar was attached 

to the diaphragm of the transducer to pre ent thermal heating effect caused 

by the large heat transfer rates (over 500 Btu/ft2 sec) generated in the 

reattachment regions . 
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Figure 85 MODELS SHOWING TYPICAL HEAT TRANSFER GAGE INSTALLATION 
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A.2 . S Data Recording and Processing 

The output s frolTl the transducers are reco r ded on a NAVCOR (Ref. 14j 

magn~t i c drum syst P. 1TI and on e EC and A IPEX HI tape rccorJers, and mon i to r ed 

on ()s ci ll osc.:opes. The NAVC:OR system , which can hold 48 channel s of data in 

digita l form, is essentially a low frequency response sys t em which wi l l recorJ 

the nlc an output of the gages over the running time . The fLuc t uation measure

me nts wi ll be recorded on the HI tape re orders in analog form and subs equently 

converted in to digjtal form by the analug - to -digital conversion / Jata s torage 

syste lll developed at Calspan. 

'fil e f luctuation data, in punched card form, are then procsseJ hy 

an ex i s ting di gital computer program to obtain the statistical propert i es 

RooL lean Square Pressure, Power - and Cross-Spectra, and Auto- and 'ross 

Corrcl ot i on f unctions . 

A. 2.6 Single Frame and High Speed Motion Schlieren Photography 

A single-pass Schlieren sys tem with a horizontal knife-edge was em 

ployeu in all of the s t udies of high Reynolds number, high Mach number flows 

over ablated nose shapes. However for the studies of the low Reynolds numbers 

aerodynamics of the Wi dhopf I and 2 nose tips we employed a double-pass sys

tem with a high degr ee of cut-off. Here we used a single frame camera with 

a microsecond spark to record the event . We used a Red Lake high speed movie 

camera wi t h speeds of up to 10 , 000 frames per second to record the flo\\! oscil 

lation occurring about the highly ablated nose shapes and t he particle - laLmch 

model. 
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CONCLUSlONS 

A unique set of experimental measurements have been reported which 

demonstrate that a single minute particle launched through the bow shock of a 

flat-ended cylinder can augment the heating rates to the model surface by as 

much as a factor of ten. These studies have identified the principal mech

anism of enhancement heating as one associated with the reattachment of a 

jet/shear layer generated by the shock-shock interaction after the particle 

has penetrated the bow shock. This investigation identified four distinctly 

different class~s of flow phenomena resulting from particle shock-bow shock 

interaction, tog-ether with the heating augmentation levels associated with 

them . The most dramatic of these is one where a flow instability similar to 

t hat encountered over the highly indented nose shapes is observed. 
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